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FEATURES
6 Days classroom

A

Certification

B

Based on best practices

C

Essential Knowledge

D

Online

TYPICAL DAY
am

Concept explanation

am

Learn by Doing

10-12

You will complete the steps
that the trainer showed you

Certification

pm

Challenge of the Day

Type of Questions

pm

You will take the exam after
class

40 Questions

You will have 50 minutes to
complete the exam

9-10

ITPACS

Multiple choice and open
book

1-3

Our trainers will explain the
concept and show you the steps

Each day you will work on a
case study

Demo & Retrospective

3-5

We will randomy chose one
groups’ work to review

Registration

email

contact@ikompass.edu.sg

call

+65 66381203

Data s cie nce Work shop
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enroll

www.ikompass.edu.sg

what is covered
PYTHON

JAVASCRIPT

html/css

strings
lists
sets
dictionary
functions

Functions
DOM
MAP, REDUCE
ARRAYS
LISTENERS

BOOTSTRAP
JINJA
LAYOUTS
CDN

FLASK

DATABASES

Amazon ec2

MICROSERVICES
MVC
VIEWS
CLASS
BLUEPRINTS

Postgres
MongoDB
Encryption
orm

EC2
Clusters
IAM
RDS
SECURITY GROUPS

DOCKER

cloud deployment

other stuff.. .

CONTAINERS
DOCKER MACHINE
DOCKER COMPOSE
TDD

Computing clouds provide on-demand, horizontal, scalable computing
resources with no upfront capital
investment, making them an ideal
environment to perform occasional
large -scale Hadoop computations.

RESTFull
REACT
JWT TOKENS
BCRYPT
CORS
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CASE STUDY
We will build a full stack web application using test driven development methods. The application will
incorporate elements of microservices. Functionality will be added in an incremental manner. Some
of the functionality that we will cover include login, account creation, fetching data from API’s, updating databases and forms.
In addition to the in class project, participants are expected to work on a personal project in parallel. By the end of the 6 days, participants will have a fully functional web application deployed on a
cloud.
Microservices are an application architecture style where independent, self-contained programs with
a single purpose each can communicate with each other over a network. Typically, these microservices are able to be deployed independently because they have strong separation of responsibilities
via a well-defined specification with significant backwards compatibility to avoid sudden dependency
breakage.

EXPERT TRAINERS
roshan

SANAT

Roshan is a Data Scientist and has
over 14 years experience in building
models and big data applications. He
has worked with fortune 500 companies running large scale software
projects in various roles including
that of project manager, solution
architect, sponsor and development
lead. Roshan has been developing
cloud applications for his enterprise clients in the area of finance
and payment systems. His main
strengths lies leveraging insights obtained from machine learning.

Sanat has extensive expertise in
Cloud computing and Virtualization technologies. He brings to the
table hands-on knowledge in Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
– private cloud. His technical proficiencies cover Private/Public Cloud
technologies- Amazon EC2, Windows Azure, Eucalyptus, OpenStack.
Sanat is a Certified Trainer for Cloud
and Virtualization Essentials courses
from Cloud Credential Council.
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2 CERTIFICATIONS
1. CAWD - MICROSERVICES
2. CADS - MACHINE LEARNING BASICS
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